It has long been hoped that model-based control will improve tracking performance while maintaining or increasing compliance. This hope hinges on having or being able to estimate an accurate inverse dynamics model. As a result, substantial effort has gone into modeling and estimating dynamics (error) models. Most recent research has focused on learning the true inverse dynamics using data points mapping observed accelerations to the torques used to generate them. Unfortunately, if the initial tracking error is bad, such learning processes may train substantially off-distribution to predict well on actual observed acceleration rather then the desired accelerations. This work takes a different approach. We define a class of gradient-based online learning algorithms we term Direct Online Optimization for Modeling Errors in Dynamics (DOOMED) that directly minimize an objective measuring the divergence between actual and desired accelerations. Our objective is defined in terms of the true system's unknown dynamics and is therefore impossible to evaluate. However, we show that its gradient is measurable online from system data. We develop a novel adaptive control approach based on running online learning to directly correct (inverse) dynamics errors in real time using the data stream from the robot to accurately achieve desired accelerations during execution.
Introduction and Motivation
Acceleration policies are natural representations of motion: how should the robot accelerate if it finds itself in a given configuration moving with a particular velocity? Writing down these policies is easy, especially for manipulation platforms with invertible dynamics. And, importantly, it is very easy to shape these policies as desired. Simulation is as easy as simple kinematic forward integration, which means that motion optimizers, especially those generating second-order approximations to the problems (LQRs [21] ), can analyze in advance what following these policies means. Additionally, LQRs can effectively shape a whole (infinite) bundle of integral curve trajectories simultaneously by adjusting (maybe through a training process) the strengths and shape of various cost terms. DMPs [13] are another form of acceleration policy, which can be shaped through imitation learning for instance.
Unfortunately, in practice following acceleration policies is hard. The fidelity of the dynamics model defines how accurately we can simulate the behavior of the robot, and it's widely understood that we can never actually simulate the robot well enough to sufficiently predict it's behavior on the real system. Additionally, tracking a commanded acceleration on the real system is hindered by inaccuracies of approximate dynamics models.
Thus, we typically resort to error feedback control. The acceleration policies are integrated to obtain position and velocities that can be tracked. Given these, the control law typically is a combination of the predicted inverse dynamics torque plus a PID term on the state error. This control approach works well in practice [19] , however not having to count on the feedback term to reject modeling errors could increase compliance further. Typically, the approximate dynamics model might not work equally well throughout the state space of the system -for instance it may be tuned to be a better approximation on slower movements. In this scenario, to also track accurately faster movements, we would have to tune feedback terms to be able to do so. This would typically mean that we need to use higher feedback gains than wished, resulting in a reduction in compliance.
Thus, there has been an effort in bringing the promise of machine learning to the world of model-based control to estimate better inverse dynamics (error) models [23, 17, 12, 16] . These recent approaches exclusively consider minimizing the loss between the applied torque and the models predicted torque at the actual state and acceleration. We term these methods indirect loss minimization methods in this work. While, intuitively, they learn the true inverse dynamics model and should thus be exactly what we want to estimate, there are some issues when using this indirect loss. In particular, they train on slightly off-distribution in the sense that they train to predict well on actual observed accelerations rather than the desired accelerations .
A simple thought experiment on controlling around stictions on a real system helps to illustrate the main issue, when learning an error model using the indirect loss. When experiencing stiction, you command the system to accelerate at a desired rate, estimate the required torques for this and send them, but nothing happens, meaning the system stays in its current state. Now, you would want to send a different amount of torque to actually achieve these desired accelerations at the next time step. But the model's only data at this point is the applied torque and associated zero acceleration. The learner will update to map an acceleration of zero to this applied torque, but any improvement to the prediction at the actual desired acceleration is residual and model-class dependent at this point. In some cases, the system may never learn to produce the torque needed to break through the stiction since it focuses only on updating the predicted torque for a zero desired acceleration. Moreover, there is not actually a single "correct" value that the function should be training toward in this scenario since the dynamics is not actually invertible in the presence of unknown stiction. So in this particular case, the traditional problem is technically ill-posed.
In this work, we propose instead to explicitly minimize the error between the desired and actual accelerations using online learning tools. The objective we define is based on the true system's unknown dynamics and is therefore impossible to evaluate. However, we show that its gradient is measurable 1 online system data enabling the application of numerous online learning approaches. In contrast to the above indirect loss approach, this direct loss minimization approach is both well-posed and able to leverage a long lineage of well-studied online learning methods to adapt quickly and achieve good tracking in this real time setting. This algorithm leverages the data streaming from the robot to correct the inverse dynamics model on the fly by tuning the a correction model until it achieves the right acceleration. This enables accurate and direct execution of raw acceleration policies acting on state feedback, without requiring the purely feedforward (and therefore unreactive) forward integration of a state-feedback-independent trajectory tracking signal (which is often used in practice).
We start out by reviewing the various backgrounds of inverse dynamics control, adaptive control and online gradient descent in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we derive our proposed approach Direct Online Optimization of Modeling Errors in Dynamics. In Section 4 we extensively evaluate our work both in simulation and on a real robotic system. Finally, after concluding in Section 6 we present some interesting theoretical connections between our approach and PID-control in Section 5.
Background
Our work has connections to a variety of research areas such as inverse dynamics control, adaptive control, and the use of modern machine learning techniques such as online gradient descent. In the following we, provide a (non-exhaustive) review and introduction into these topics.
Inverse Dynamics
The dynamics of any classical dynamical system [22] can be expressed as
as derived from the Principle of Least Action. M (q) represents the generalized inertia matrix and h(q,q) collects the modeled forces including gravitational, Coriolis, centrifugal forces, and viscous and Coulomb friction. Model-based control [2, 9] constructs a model of these dynamics to predict the torques τ required to realize desired accelerationsq in the current state q,q by estimating the true dynamical functions M (q) and h(q,q) using data. We generally denote these estimated parameters as M and h. In particular, for manipulators, rigid-body assumptions commonly substantially simplify the mathematics of the estimation problem. These Rigid Body Dynamics (RBD) models are linear in the unknown model parameters, and permit the use of standard linear regression techniques to estimate M and h:
for the appropriate functions Y, as has been shown in [1] . Equation 1 is written in inverse dynamics form. Given an accelerationq, it tells us what torque τ would produce that acceleration. Inverting the expression gives the generic equation for forward dynamics:q
This equation expresses the kinematic effect of applied torques τ in terms of the accelerations q they generate.
Online Learning of Inverse Dynamics
While, inverse dynamics control, with an estimated RBD model is successfully deployed on modern manipulation platforms [19] , the inaccuracies of the estimated dynamics model remains an open issue. The better we can model and predict the dynamics, the less we rely on error feedback control to account for modeling errors. Thus, the learning of inverse dynamics (error) models is an active research area. The problem of inverse dynamics learning has many facets, and is tackled from many different fronts. A focus of recent research progress has been scaling up modern function approximators so that real-time (online) model learning becomes feasible [12, 23, 16, 17] . These methods attempt to learn a global inverse dynamics model, that can be updated online and used for real-time prediction. The models retain a memory and theoretically improve with repeated execution of similar tasks, and as such are often categorized as learning control methods. Computational efficiency and robustness has been the focus of this research path.
Our proposed approach, falls into the category of adaptive control [3] . Adaptive control approaches update either controller or system model parameters online. As opposed to learning control approaches there is no notion of improving over multiple task trials. Within this field, a popular approach has been to utilize the Rigid Body Dynamics (RBD) model to derive updates for adaptive control laws [20, 10] . For this, the linear relationship of the RBD parameters and the torques equation 2 is used also for modeling the RBD model error. Then Lyaponuv based update rules are derived to continuously (in real-time) update the error model. In contrast, in our work we derive gradient-based online learning algorithms for tuning dynamics model function approximators to directly minimize the discrepancy between desired and actual accelerations, and demonstrate their real-world efficacy for the case of adapting the torque offset needed to achieve a desired acceleration.
Adaptive Control on Direct vs Indirect Loss
In the context of adaptive control, we make the distinction between direct and indirect loss minimization approaches. To explain the difference, we first take a more detailed look at the error made when using an approximate RBD model. For any given desired accelerationq d , we calculate torques τ = Mq d + h using our approximate inverse dynamics model, but when we apply those torques they are pushed through the true system which may differ substantially from the estimated model:
where hereq a denotes the actual observed accelerations of the true system. We emphasize that this true system model is generic and holds for any Lagrangian mechanical system, without requiring rigid body assumptions. These true dynamics are typically unknown, so this expression, thus far, is of only theoretical interest. We will see below that expressing the structure in this way enables the derivation of a practical algorithm that we can use in practice.
Rigid body assumptions are often restrictive, introducing a substantial offset between the true model and the estimated model. We propose, therefore, to learn an offset function f offset (q,q,q d , w) that models the error made by this approximate RBD model
In an extreme case, when the approximate dynamics model is the zero function, this f offset function represents the full inverse dynamics model, which must be trained from data. Often, though, we can take it to be a model representing only the difference between the true inverse dynamics and the modeled inverse dynamics (e.g. calculated under standard rigid body assumptions). Depending on what type of loss function is used to adapt parameters w we distinguish between adaptive control as direct and indirect loss minimization approaches. More concretely, consider an objective of the form:
where f is any class of function approximators parameterized by w predicting the inverse dynamics. In this case, τ is the actual applied torques, andq is the corresponding actual accelerations that were observed. Adapting parameters based on this loss function attempts to make the model's predicted torque on the actual observed acceleration more accurate. But in reality, we wanted to achieve the desired accelerations. This discrepancy is especially problematic when stictions are involved: all actual observed accelerations are zero when we are not applying enough torque, thus the error model never receives data to accurately predict an offset for desired torques. 2 In these cases, without a state error feedback control term, pushing through stictions is problematic.
In this work, we instead develop a new adaptive control methodology that directly minimizes the acceleration error:
In Section 3, we derive our approach as a gradient-based online learning technique, enabling us to leverage a broad collection of practical and theoretically sound tools developed by the machine learning community.
Online and Stochastic Gradient Descent
Machine learning often frames the learning problem as one where, given data, the task is to estimate a model that generalizes that data well (where these terms are made rigorous in various theoretical settings). But it's often useful to analyze learning algorithms instead within a setting where data is presented only incrementally, in the extremely only one data point at a time. This is the subject of online learning (see [8] ). Online learning, over the past decade, has become a general theoretical framework wherein both online learning processes and batch learning processes can be analyzed building from a framework called regret analysis. Regret bounds were first studied in the context of online gradient descent in [25] , where regret is defined in terms of how well the algorithm does on the stream of objectives relative do the best it could have done if it had seen all of the objective functions in advance. Characteristic of this approach is the lack of assumptions made on the sequence of objective functions seen. Rather than assuming the data points are independent and identically distributed (iid) as is frequently the case in statistics and machine learning [4, 24] , these approaches allow the data stream to be anything. The theoretical performance of an algorithm is rated purely relative to the best it could do. If the sequence is inherently bad, that's ok-the algorithm does as well as possible given the difficult problem. If the sequence is good, then the regret bounds show that the algorithms perform well.
In particular, regret bounds in the online setting can be specialized to give generalization guarantees if additional assumptions are made on the data generation process. For instance, if we additionally assume that the data is iid, then it's possible to produce novel and outof-sample generalization bounds that are competitive with (or superior to) the best known guarantees [7, 18] .
This framework is closely related to another widely studied class of algorithms known as stochastic gradient descent [5] , which is perhaps the most commonly used underlying optimization technique in modern large-scale machine learning [6] . Characteristic of stochastic gradient methods is the assumption of noise in the gradient estimates due to both noise in the underlying data and seeing only part of the problem (a statistical "mini-batch" sample) at any given time.
These techniques are extremely important to our settings, since in online control we see only streams of data as they're generated by the robot, and, as we'll see below, our gradient estimates are noisy. Deriving these algorithms as gradient-based online learning enables us to inherit all of the analytical techniques and stability properties of these optimizers, as well as a collection of strongly experimentally verified algorithmic variants designed to address the real-world problems that arise from large-scale machine learning in practice [15, 11] .
Direct Online Optimization of Modeling Errors in Dynamics
This section derives the most basic variant of our Direct Online Optimization of Modeling Errors in Dynamics (DOOMED) algorithm for tuning an offset to the dynamics model to minimize acceleration errors. We first derive the objective function, then show how its gradient can be estimated from data. Equation 5 expresses the true observed acceleration achieved on the physical system as a function of the offset function's parameter setting w. In full this expression takes the form
but we often use the shorthandq a (w) = M −1 f id +f offset (w) −h for brevity to suppress the dependence on q,q, andq d and emphasize the dependencies on w. f id here denotes the modeled approximate inverse dynamics function. The observed accelerationsq a are then a function of w. Now that we have an expression forq a (w) for the true accelerations as a function of the offset function's parameters w, we can write out an explicit loss function measuring the error between the desired accelerations and actual accelerations:
This error is a common metric most famously used in Gauss's Principle of Least Constraint. Note that M in this expression is the true mass matrix, which we don't know, as is the implicit h inq a (w), so we can't evaluate the objective directly. However, the Jacobian of
where
is the Jacobian of the offset function approximator. So if we evaluate the gradient of the expression, we see that the unknown elements all vanish from the expression:
leaving us with a combination of quantities that we can either evaluate or measure in practice. 3 Interestingly, this expression is intuitive. The gradient is simply the acceleration error pushed through the Jacobian of the offset function. We know the desired acceleration q d , we can easily obtain the true accelerationq a , and we assume we can evaluate the Jacobian of the offset function approximator f offset . So despite being unable to evaluate the objective or fully evaluate the gradient, we can still obtain the gradient from the running system (online) in practice. For the experiments in this paper, we use an extremely simple offset function of the form f offset (w) = w representing the excess instantaneous torque needed to accelerate as desired. 4 For this simple offset expression, the Jacobian is just the identity matrix ∂ ∂w f offset = I, so the gradient is simply the acceleration error. Note also that if our parameters are hypothesized forces in any task space, or multiple task spaces, the resulting gradient expression is again intuitive. Let
where J i is the Jacobian of the task map (e.g. the Jacobian of the end-effector when the task space is the end-effector space), and λ i is a hypothesized force applied in the task space (e.g. at the end-effector).
, and the gradient of the loss becomes
. . .
is the desired acceleration through the ith task space, andẍ a i = J iqa is the actual acceleration through the ith task space. In other words, the same intuitive rule for measuring the gradient holds within any task space: the gradient is simply the acceleration error as measured in the task space.
Using this loss function as the risk term in an online regularized risk objective of the form
we can write out a simple gradient descent online learning algorithm as
Where J f = I (or is the the Jacobian of a mapping to some task space), this expression is essentially an integral term on the acceleration error with a forgetting factor. But vanilla gradient descent is the simplest online gradient-based algorithm we could use. By deriving the method as online learning, we now understand theoretically how to apply an entire arsenal of new, more powerful and adaptive, online gradient-based algorithms to this same problem to improve performance. Next we review two tricks pulled from the combined online learning literature (or more general stochastic gradient descent machine learning literature) and the adaptive control literature to remove the potential for parameter oscillations and track changes in modeling errors while simultaneously enabling high accuracy for precise meticulous movements.
Parameter oscillations in online learning and their physical manifestation
Parameter oscillations in neural networks are a problem resulting from ill-conditioning of the objective. The objective, as seen from the the parameter space (under Euclidean geometry, which is a common easy choice), is quite elongated, meaning that it's extremely stretched with a highly diverse Hessian Eigenspectrum. Gradient descent alone in those settings undergoes severe oscillations making it's progress slow. More importantly, in our case, oscillations resulting from the ill-conditioning of the problem manifest physically as oscillations in the controller when the step size is too large. Fortunately, the learning community has a number of tricks to prevent these oscillations and promote fast convergence. The most commonly used method for preventing oscillations is the use of momentum. Denoting g t as the gradient at time t, the momentum update is
effectively, we treat the parameter w as the location of a particle with mass and treat the objective as a potential field generating forces on the particle. The amount of mass affects its perturbation response to the force field, so larger mass results in smoother motion. It can be shown that this update can be written equivalently as an exponential smoother:
Note that g t is still being evaluated at w t , so it's not exactly equivalent to running simply a smoother on gradient descent (gradients in our case come from evaluations at smoothed points), but it's similar. This latter interpretation is nice because it shows that we're taking the gradients and 1. literally smoothing them over time, and 2. effectively operating on a slower time scale. That second point is important: this technique works because the time scale of the changing system across motions generated by the acceleration policies is fundamentally slower than that of the controller. This enables the controller (online learning) to use hundreds or even thousands of examples to adjust to new changes as it moves between different areas of the configuration space.
Another, common trick found in the machine learning literature (especially recently due to it's utility in deep learning training), is to scale the space by the observed variance of the error signal. When the error signal has high variance in a given dimension, the length scale of variation is smaller (small perturbations result in large changes). In that case, the step size should decrease. Similarly, when the observed variance is small, we can increase the step size to some maximal value. In our case, we care primarily about variance in the actual accelerationsq a (which measures the baseline noise, too, in the estimates) since we can assume the desired accelerationq d signal is changing only slowly relative to the 1ms control loop. Denoting thisq a variance estimate as v t we scale the update as
Note that this is equivalent to using an estimated metric or Hessian approximation of the form A = I + α diag(v t ). This combination of exponential smoothing (momentum) and a space metric built on an estimate of variance results in a smoothly changing w that's still able to track changes in the dynamics model errors.
Adaptive tuning of the forgetting factor
Indirect approaches to adaptive control (essentially online regressions of linear dynamics models) often tune their forgetting factor based on the magnitude of the error they're seeing [14] . Larger errors mean that the previous model is bad and we should forget it fast to best leverage the latest data. Smaller errors mean that we're doing pretty well, and we should use as much data as possible to fully converge to zero tracking error. Adaptively tuning the forgetting factor, which manifests as adaptive tuning of the regularizer in our case, enables fast response to new modeling errors while simultaneously promoting accurate convergence to meticulous manipulation targets.
The forgetting factor, as describe in detail in Section 5.2, is the regularization constant λ. In our experiments, we utilize algorithmic variants that adapt the regularization based on the acceleration error. In particular, for controlling the end-effector to a fixed Cartesian point the forgetting factor converges to 1 (no forgetting; zero regularization) and within a couple second (including approach slowdown) and we achieve accuracies of around 10 −5 meter.
Handling noisy acceleration measurements
Section 3.1 described the tools we use from the machine learning (especially stochastic gradient descent) literature to reduce oscillations. But additionally, since handling noisy data is a fundamental problem to machine learning in general, these same tools enable us to handle noisy acceleration measurements.
Firstly, the basic algorithms, themselves, are robust to noise. These gradient-based algorithms are most commonly applied in stochastic contexts, where it is assumed that gradient estimates are noisy. And Section 5.2 discusses how sequential finite-differenced accelerations actually telescope to an extent allowing the noise to inherently cancel over time.
But secondly, momentum acts as a damper to the forces generated by the objective. Its interpretation as an exponential smoother shows that white noise in the estimates cancels over time through the momentum as well, averaging to a more clear acceleration signal.
And finally, we get 1000 training points per second. Physically the robot doesn't move very far in a half a second, and we can assume that the errors in the dynamics model will be changing at a time scale of tenths of a second, .1, .5, or even 1 second. That's anywhere between 100 and 1000 training examples available to track how errors in the dynamics model change as the robot executes its policy, which is plenty of data to average out noise and run a sufficient number of gradient descent iterations.
A note on step size gains and an analogy to PD gains
The larger the step size, the quicker the adaptive control strategy adjusts to errors between desired and actual accelerations. That means it will fight physical perturbations of the system stronger with a larger step size. To accurately track desired accelerations, we either need large step sizes for fast adaptation, or a good underlying dynamics model. If we have a really good dynamics model, we can get away with smaller step sizes. That means the better the dynamics model, the easier physical interaction with the robot becomes. Bad models require larger step sizes which manifests as a feeling of "tightness" in the robot's joints. We can always push the robot around, and it'll always follow its underlying acceleration policy from wherever it ends up, but the more we rely on the adaptive control techniques, the tighter the robot becomes and the more force we need to apply to physically push it around.
This behavior parallels the trade-offs we see in the choice of PD gains for trajectory following. Bad (or no) dynamics models require hefty PD gains, which means it can be near impossible to perturb the robot off it's path. But the better the dynamics model, the better the feedforward term is, and the looser we can make the PD gains while still achieving good tracking. We're able to push the robot around more easily (and it's safer). The difference is whether or not we need that trajectory. The proposed direct adaptive control method attempts to follow the desired acceleration policy well, which means when we perturb it, it always continues from where it finds itself rather than attempting in any sense to return to a predefined trajectory or integral curve.
Experiments
We evaluate our proposed approach both in simulation and on real world control problems. We start out with illustrating our approach on a simple 2D simulation experiment. Then, we show initial results of the online learning in a Baxter simulation experiment. Finally, we move to a real robotic platform -a KUKA lightweight arm -to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach on a real system.
A simple simulated experiment
This experiment shows a simple 2D example of the behavior of the adaptive control system for a scenario where the dynamics model used by the robot differs drastically from the true dynamics and where unmodeled nonlinear frictions are significant.
The true mass matrix of the system is defined as M (q) = 5 v(q)v(q) + .05I , with v(q) = (sin(5q 1 ); cos(2q 2 )). The robot uses a diagonal constant approximation of the form M = .5I, which assumes masses that are an order of magnitude smaller. Additionally, the true system experiences sinusoidal frictional forces of the form µ(q) = 100 sin(50 q 1 ) 5 sin(50 q 2 ) ,
for which the robot has no knowledge of. The system is using a simple PD controller (outputting accelerations) to move to a desired fixed point to a target velocity of zero.
where K = 100. and D = 10.. The desired target is q d = (1; 1), and the robot starts from q 0 = (0; 0) with a random initial velocity. The acceleration controller itself is tuned incorrectly and therefore overshoots. However, that's the desired behavior we want to track (shown in blue). If we simply pipe the desired accelerations through the very approximate inverse dynamics model, the behavior we get is abysmal (shown in red). On the one hand the dynamics model is a severe approximation, and on the other hand, we have no advanced knowledge of the strange frictional pattern, so the robot drifts upward and then oscillates during the final approach. But when we turn on adaptation (shown in green), the system is able to compensate for all of that and we get very good tracking behavior.
This implementation didn't simulate noise. But the real-world implementation discussed in the next section shows the efficacy of the above described learning tricks under noisy acceleration estimates sent back by the physical robot.
Experiments on a simulated Baxter platform
We ran a simulation experiment on the Baxter platform to analyze the performance of the online torque offset learner under severe modeling mismatches. The controller used inverse dynamics, but the simulator added substantial positionally dependent nonlinear friction and torque biases of the form
where σ is the typical 0-1 sigmoidal squashing function. Additionally, the robot's internal model did not account for joint damping coefficients, while the simulator did. The controller ran with a control cycle of .005s, and the simulator ran with an update cycle time of .001s. We ran the controller through a 30 second sequence of 10 chained 3 second Linear Quadratic Regulators (LQRs), and turned on the online learning only half way through. Figure 2 shows severe acceleration errors resulting from the model mismatch during the first half, but half way through, the online learning turns on and is able to track the torque offsets quite well, effectively zeroing the acceleration errors. The simulator added noise of the form .001uniform(−1, 1) to both the positions and offsets when reporting them to the controller, so the raw acceleration measurements were quite noisy. The acceleration errors in the middle plot of the figure were, therefore, exponentially smoothed with a smoothing factor of .975. The online learner used momentum updates, which is effectively a form of smoothing, so the final plot shows the raw unsmoothed learned torque offsets used by the controller. Note, that we have performed similar experiments both in our 2D simulated inverse dynamics setup and on our KUKA lightweight arm, which all conclusively confirm the effectiveness of the direct online learning approach.
Real-world experiments on a KUKA lightweight arm
We have a full implementation of this algorithm working for the Apollo platform (see Figure 3 (left) ) for both simple Cartesian space controllers and for a full continuous optimization (MPC-type) motion generation system. The low level controller consists of an inverse dynamics controller, that evaluates the (approximate) rigid body dynamics model for desired accelerations. This inverse dynamics torque command is combined with the offset estimated by the adaptive controller, see Figure 3 . In all our experiments presented here, we model the offset as a simple constant f offset (q,q,q d , w) = w. The KUKA lightweight arm has 7 degrees of freedom, thus the offset torque is a 7-dimensional vector.
To be robust against noise, the adaptive controller transforms the gradientq d −q a as discussed in Section 3. The key parameters that are involved for the offset update are These parameters are shared across all joints. We start out with analyzing the sensitivity of our proposed approach on the real Apollo platform.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
For our parameter sensitivity analysis we attempt to execute a sequence of two pre-planned LQRs. This sequence has been executed three times for each parameter combination. The considered values are:
• η = 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.1
• α = 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.5
We have tested all combinations of these parameter settings and report the average acceleration error per joint for both LQRs (averaged over the three trials). If one LQR execution resulted in a unsuccessful execution (within any of the 3 trials), that parameter setting was classified as unsuccessful. We evaluate the performance and sensitivity of our approach with the help of three quantities:
The mean absolute acceleration error between the desired and actual accelerations,
where T is the length of the movement. We plot this error as a function of the learning rate η and the variance gain γ. This plot is color coded dark green to dark red. dark green indicates a very low error, dark red higher errors.
The mean acceleration error t (q In Figure 4 we plot the average absolute acceleration error and the bias of the acceleration error, for all combinations of η and α while keeping γ = 0.9 fixed. The first result to notice is that we were able to run the controller for a large portion of parameter combinations. While the error varies across the parameter settings, we can deduce that even without an additional error feedback term, we don't have to perform excessive tuning of the parameters to obtain an (empirically) well behaved controller. Note, that in all failure cases (indicated by white squares in the plots) it was typically during the execution of the 2nd LQR that the movement was deemed unsafe.
The second result is that there seems to exist a relative large band across the 2 parameter settings that seems to achieve low acceleration errors (top two plots of Figure 4 ). This promises that tuning the adaptive controller is not too difficult.
When looking at the mean acceleration error bias we notice that we seem to typically overestimate the required torques for joints 1 and 2 (the shoulder joints) and underestimate the required torque for joints 3 − 6. This is best understood, by keeping in mind that we are fixing the approximate RBD model. Depending on the movement this approximate model may over or underestimate the required torque to achieve desired accelerations. If the adaptive controller can fix the model -the bias should become smaller (which is represented by lighter colors). For low learning rates, we tend to observe larger bias values, This indicates that we may not be adapting to the error fast enough, and we consistently over/underestimate the required torque offsets, as can be seen in Figure 4 , for joints 2-4 for instance.
However, simply increasing the learning rate is not necessarily the right thing to do. Notice, although for joint 1 we observe a small bias of the acceleration error for higher learning rates, the average absolute error increases as we increase the learning rate. This tells us that there may be oscillations, that on average have a small bias. This can mean that we are too aggressive in trying to fix the model, incurring larger acceleration errors, that we try to account for at the next time step. The severity this effect seems to also be a function of the variance gain. With smaller values this effect seems to pronounced (for instance, see joint 1, LQR # 2 the bottom left corner for both error measures).
Finally, to make sure that our adaptive torque offset estimates are sensible, we plot the offset torque magnitude per joint in Figure 5 . We observe, that for the should joints we estimate higher torque offsets than for the the elbow and wrist joints. In general the offset torques range between 0N m to 2N m, which is a reasonable range.
We have repeated the same set of experiments with a smoothing parameter of γ = 0.95. The figures for this set of experiments can be found in the appendix A. In general, the relationship between the variance gain and learning rate is similar to the above presented results. However, we notice that the the effect of higher learning rates is more extreme for some joints. For instance, for joint 5, the acceleration error seems to increase faster (as the learning rate is increased), indicating that oscillations are a function of both the learning rate and smoothing parameter. Intuitively, this makes sense, as the smoothing slows down the response to the errors as well, thus a high learning rate with a very little smoothing seem to not be an optimal pairing.
All in all we can conclude that the adaptive controller can effectively fix errors in the dynamics model on the fly. Tuning the parameters, while unavoidable, is not too difficult.
Video demonstrations
The following three videos show examples of the dynamics adaptation algorithm running on the Apollo manipulation platform. In the first two videos, Apollo is directly executing an acceleration policy designed to generate Cartesian motion moving his finger to a fixed point in space. In the final video, Apollo is executing optimized grasping behaviors.
1. Robustness to perturbation: https://youtu.be/clldz75ToVI
In this video, Apollo is repeatedly perturbed away from the fixed point and allowed to return under the control of the acceleration policy. The behavior is shaped by the desired accelerations, which Apollo is able to accurately reproduce by running the online learning adaptive control method outlined above to track how the dynamics model error shifts throughout the execution.
2. Bounce tests: https://youtu.be/m0i5oHQeqA8
In this video, Apollo is put through a series of more aggressive bounce tests in an attempt to incite oscillation modes. The robustness measures outlined above successfully combat the maneuvers and Apollo's behavior remains natural throughout the attempt.
3. Grasp tasks: https://youtu.be/LQABeK2IO80
In this video, Apollo is executing grasp task motions optimized on on the fly. Each motion is sent down to control as a sequence of affine acceleration policies which are directly executed using the online learning adaptive control methodology described in this document. No vision is used; the sequence of object locations is planned out in advance. The system, however, uses force control in the grasps (reading from the fingertip's strain gauges) to be robust to variations in size and specific positioning of the objects.
The underlying adaptive control parameterization is the same in all cases-we tune once and that enables the execution of any number of acceleration policies.
Theoretical connections and notes
This section presents some additional theoretical results to give the direct loss adaptive control methods discussed in this paper context. We start by using the techniques from above to derive a related loss function whose constant step size online gradient descent is PID control. This analysis shows that we can additionally reinterpret classical algorithms as forms of online gradient descent on concrete loss functions, and that we can potentially leverage these techniques to generalize PID control to be more adaptive by utilizing modern tools from the machine learning literature. We also present a result that addresses some of the questions around why we can use finite-differenced accelerations in practice, despite their noise. We show that gradient descent on the acceleration loss presented above (the simplest constant step size variant) can be viewed as a form of virtual velocity control-by expanding the terms of the algorithm and rearranging them, the finite-differenced accelerations, to a large extent, telescope into a nice compact virtual velocity estimate over time. Despite the high variance of the finite-differenced acceleration estimates themselves, the final expression collapses into a form dependent on just velocity measurements (which are either directly measurable or at most first-order differenced), showing that the variance of the control law itself is actually much lower than would be expected from a simple additive noise argument under finite-differenced accelerations.
A loss function for PID control
In much of this paper, we have assumed that the robot is following a feedback acceleration policy producing a steady stream of (only) desired accelerations as a function of statë q d = f (q,q). In this section, we show how we can leverage similar ideas to write out related objective terms measuring errors in position and velocity as well. We'll see that one particular variant of the resulting online learning algorithm is the traditional PID control used frequently in many real-world systems.
We've already seen in Section 3 an online learning algorithm for directly minimizing acceleration errors given desired acceleration signalsq d . This section derives similar objective terms that measure the error relative to desired position q d and velocityq d signals as well.
Position error term
Executing an accelerationq t a (w) for ∆t seconds from q (moving at velocityq) results in a new position given by
If we desire to be at q t+1 d
after executing an actual measured accelerationq t a (w) from the current state, the resulting position error can, therefore, be expressed as
where M t is the true mass matrix which defines the real system dynamics at the time of executing the acceleration. The derivative is
This gradient is the position error pushed through the Jacobian.
Velocity error term
Similarly, executing accelerationq 
If we desire to be at velocityq t+1 d
after executing an actual measured accelerationq t a (w) from the current state, the resulting velocity error can, therefore, be expressed as
where again M t is the true mass matrix which defines the real system dynamics at the time of executing the acceleration. The derivative is
since ∂q t+1 a (w) ∂w = ∆tM −1 t J ft . This gradient is the velocity error pushed through the Jacobian.
The PID objective
Combining these two terms with the acceleration error term derived in Section 3, gives an objective of the form
where α, β, and γ are scaling constants. The gradient is given by
where J ft is the Jacobian of the offset function at w t . A number of gradient-based algorithms can be derived from this gradient expression. But in particular, consider f offset (w) = w such that J ft = I for all t. Then summing these gradients under a constant step size of ∆t, which implements a vanilla constant step size gradient descent method, results in the following control law:
These three terms are the integral, position error, and velocity error terms, respectively, of a PID controller. This shows that we may view PID control as gradient descent on the objective given by 33 under a constant step size. Beyond that, it additionally shows that there is also a much broader class of learning algorithms we can leverage to achieve higher fidelity tracking as we've seen above in our experiments on the acceleration error term alone. Studying this broader class of PID-related algorithms is an interesting avenue for future work.
Telescoping finite-differenced accelerations: a virtual velocity control interpretation
In this section, we show that the simplest version of our algorithm, with a bit a rearranging, can be written as a form of virtual velocity control. The finite-differenced accelerations, which are worrisome to many due to possible estimation noise, telescope in the sum across time into a relatively simple form of velocity control expression wherein target velocities are integrated forward from desired accelerations (with a forgetting factor) and control signals are derived as velocity differences. We present this result first in equation form and discuss its implications, and then derive it algebraically.
Discussion
In general, leveraging finite-differenced accelerations is worrisome due to the noise in the estimates. We've shown experimentally, however, that it can work in practice for this particular algorithm, enabling accurate tracking of raw acceleration policies. The result in Section 5.2.1 provides some insight into why. At a high level, since we're summing across finite-differenced acceleration errors over time, we're effectively integrating. The sum of true accelerations becomes the true velocity and the sum of desired accelerations becomes a virtual desired velocity (there are some details regarding the forgetting factor (see the next section), but this is the basic mechanism at work). This algorithm is, therefore, a form of velocity control where desired velocities are generated from the underlying acceleration policy. In practice, we use more sophisticated variants of gradient-based online learning that leverage varying step sizes, momentum, or other tricks that offer increased adaptation in real time. The basic structure of these algorithms is the same, and the overall numerical process retains the same sort of telescoping form making it suitable for practical execution.
Equivalence
This section derives the equivalence result discussed in Section 5.2.1. We can show the equivalence by expanding the rules and writing them both as a difference between a virtual desired velocity and the current velocity. We start with the online learning variant. is what we'd add to the velocity in an integration step. If λ = 1, this expression would exactly be the integration expression. But since λ < 1, we actually have it fully using the first term ∆tq t d accounting for the latest acceleration, but increasingly forgetting past accelerations over time. That first sum expresses the velocity we should see starting from zero, so adding it to the weighted average velocity defines where we actually end up starting from the (smoothed) measured velocity. That smoothed measured velocity is constantly updating to the robot's current velocity, and the acceleration integration term is forgetting old accelerations at the same rate (with exponential decay), so the combined process stays up-to-date at complimentary rates.
This analysis shows that we can view the online gradient descent algorithm as a form of virtual velocity feedback control with a virtual velocity vector of the form:
The next subsection shows that this is essentially the same expression as is used by the classical algorithm.
it easier to leverage more adaptive techniques from machine learning as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we presented a novel approach to online learning of inverse dynamics modeling errors. Our algorithm directly minimizes a loss function that directly penalizes the error between desired and actual accelerations, enabling the direct execution of raw acceleration policies such as operational space controllers and Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controllers outputting desired accelerations as a function of the robot's state. Using a direct loss overcomes the off-distribution learning issue present in indirect loss approaches which prevail in existing state-of-the art inverse dynamics learning. We have shown how we can perform online gradient descent on parameters of general nonlinear function approximators to learn an error model of the dynamics. In our extensive evaluations, even with a simple constant error model, by updating and adapting it online, we show that our approach can correct inverse dynamics errors on the fly, for real-world motion generation. Future work will investigate the use of more complex function approximators, especially friction models and body point forces and torques to compensate for tools, sensors, and other types of loads, as well as interactions between this memory-less adaptive control style learning and learning control style iteration model improvement leveraging these updates.
A More Results
More result visualizations for the parameter sensitivity analysis of Section 4.3.1. are displayed per joint, from left to right joint 1 to 7. From top to bottom: the average absolute acceleration for LQR #1 and #2, the mean of the acceleration error bias for both LQRs.
